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Surgical Challenges in A COVID-19 Case

T

he Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has resulted in over 13 million confirmed cases and over half a million deaths
worldwide. The impact of COVID-19 on day to day surgical practice is massive, from workforce and manpower issues,
intraoperative risks for transmission, evelopment of a triage for the interventional procedures, changes to postoperative and
preoperative practice and the impacts on surgical education and training. Whilst we witness the growing literature studies
describing the complete clinical course of COVID-19 and the different aspects of critical care for the positive patients, there has
not been much clear idea on how this pandemic will affect surgical practice.
We came across seven unique scenarios during our routine and emergency surgical work. This is just to help the surgeons to
keep in mind these type of scenarios during their surgical tenure.
Seven unique scenarios were Identified:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

COVID positive patient, with a surgical pathology.
COVID positive patient incidentally diagnosed to have a surgical pathology.
COVID Negative Surgical patient with COVID positive symptomatology.
A COVID negative surgical patient acquiring nosocomial COVID infection postoperatively.
COVID positive surgical patient with false negative COVID report.
Incidental Intraoperative findings substantiating postoperative COVID test positive case.
COVID positive patients who require elective surgical interventions

Conclusions: After keeping all these scenarios in mind, a customised guideline should be framed for each kind of presentation.
A further research and randomised controlled trial is required to reach to level 1 evidence and its results.
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